Helpful Resources for Adult Clarinetists of All Levels
(Click on the underlined text for the weblinks)

**Alan Woy** - Conductor for New Horizons, Eastman School of Music

James Collis

*Modern Course for the Clarinet, Volumes 1-5*
- [Book 1](#)
- [Book 2](#)
- [Book 3](#)
- [Book 4](#)
- [Book 5](#)

Gabriel Pares

*Pares Scales for Clarinet*
Revised & Edited by Harvey S. Whistler

Hugh Stuart

*Famous Clarinet Favorites - 40 Clarinet Classics*

**Deborah Andrus** - Clarinet Guide

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTION FOR ALL WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS

Kelly Mollnow Wilson, Sarah Hamilton, Mark DuBois, Deborah E. Andrus, Jenny Mann, Gail B. Levinsky

*Teaching Woodwinds: A Guide for Students and Teachers*

BEGINNER BOOKS

Deborah Andrus and Marilyn Fleming

*The Chalumeau Register, Levels 1 and 2*

Robert Lowry and Fred Weber

*Studies and Melodious Etudes for Clarinet*
*Clarinet Student, Level 1, Student Instrumental Course*
*Duets for Clarinet Students - Elementary*

George Waln

*Elementary Clarinet Method*

INTERMEDIATE BOOKS

Kristen Denny-Chambers

*Prep Steps Before You Kroepsch*

David Hite

*Melodious and Progressive Studies, Book 1*
Deborah Andrus cont.

Fred Weber and Robert Lowry

*Clarinet Student, Level 2 Student Instrumental Course*

James Ployhar

*Clarinet Student, Level 3, Student Instrumental Course*

Himie Voxman and William Gower

*Rubank Advanced Method for Clarinet, Volume 1*
*Selected Duets, Volume 1*

**ADVANCED BOOKS**

Kelly Burke

*Clarinet Warm Ups*

Avrham Galper

*Tone, Technique and Staccato*
*Upbeat Scales and Arpeggios*

David Hite

*Artistic Studies from the French School, Book 1*

Himie Voxman

*Rubank Advanced Method for Clarinet, Volume 2*
*Selected Duets, Volume II*

**OTHER INTERESTING CLARINET BOOKS**

Daniel Bonade

*The Clarinetist's Compendium*

Michelle Gingras

*Clarinet Secrets*

Larry Guy

*Embouchure Building for Clarinetists*

Thomas Ridenour

*Clarinet Fingerings*

Keith Stein

*The Art of Clarinet Playing*

Pamela Weston

*Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past*
**Michelle Anderson - Clarinet Mastery**

**BEGINNER BOOKS**

Michelle Anderson

*How to Play Clarinet for Beginners*

Avrahm Galper

*Clarinet Method, Book 1*
*Clarinet Method, Book 2*

Bruce Pearson

*Standard of Excellence*

Christopher Tambling

*Tunes For Two, for Clarinet*

**INTERMEDIATE BOOKS**

Paul Harris

*Music Through Time, Book 1*
*Music Through Time, Book 2*

Leon Lester

*Clarinet Twosome*
*60 Rambles For Clarinet*

James Rae

*Take Ten - Popular Pieces from Bach to Bacharach*

**ADVANCED BOOKS**

Paul Jeanjean

*18 Etudes*

Victor Polatschek

*Advanced Studies for Clarinet*

Artie Shaw

*Artie Shaw's Jazz Technic Book 2 - 14 Etudes*
ONLINE CLARINET RESOURCES

Clarinet Mentors

The Clarinet Podcast

Jenny Clarinet Blog - Jenny MacClay

The Returning Clarinetist Blog - Marilyn Fleming

Van Cott Information Services

CLARINET YOUTUBE CHANNELS

Michelle Anderson’s Clarinet Mentors - Provides easy-to-follow clarinet lessons designed to help you play the clarinet more easily.

Michael Lowenstern’s Earspas - A great collection of educational and entertaining clarinet and bass clarinet videos

Nicolas Baldeyrou - Excellent multi-clarinet videos often performed by Nicolas himself on many instruments

Backun Musical Services - A variety of clarinetists offer educational videos on this site:

Dawkes Music - A music store with a variety of videos. The clarinet videos featuring Peter Cigleris are especially helpful.

David Krakauer - In conjunction with Selmer, David has created many klezmer and extended technic videos that are very informative

FREE SHEET MUSIC

Clarinet Institute - David Schorr

International Music Score Library Project (IMSLP)